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A blob method for degenerate diffusion  
and applications to sampling and two layer 
neural networks.
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Sampling/robot coverage algorithms

3

Consider a target distribution . 

Sampling: How can we choose samples                     , so that (with high 
probability), they accurately represent the desired target distribution? 

Coverage: How can we program robots to move so that they distribute their 
locations                       according to    (deterministically)? 

In both cases, we seek to approximate    by an empirical measure: 

PDE’s can inspire new ways to construct the empirical measure.
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PDEs and sampling/coverage algs
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Suppose , for  -convex.!̄ = e$V V : #d % # "

Diffusion:  

 [Villani 2008,…],  

Particle method:  [Fournier, Guillin 2015] 

&t! = ' ( (!'log (!/!̄)) = )! $ ' ( (!'log !̄)

KL(!(t), !̄) * e$"tKL(!(0), !̄) KL(#, $) = ! # log(#/$)

dXt = 2dBt $ 'log !̄(Xt)dt
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⇢N (t) :=
1

N

NX

i=1

�Xi(t)
N!+1�����! ⇢(t)

Degenerate diffusion:  

 [Matthes, et al. 2009, Chewi, et. al 2020] 

Particle method: ?

&t! = ' ( (!'(!/!̄)) =!̄=1 1
2 )!2

KL(!(t), !̄) * e$"tKL(!(0), !̄)

Motivation for deg. diff: 
Sampling: SVGD, chi-sq. 
PDE: porous media, 
swarming, … 
Coverage: deterministic 
particle method 
Optimization: training 
neural network with single 
hidden layer, RBF
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W2 gradient flows
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Diffusion:  
&t! = ' ( (!'log (!/!̄)), E(!) = ! ! log(!̄/!) = KL(!, !̄)

Degenerate Diffusion: 
&t! = ' ( (!'(!/!̄)), E(!) = 1

2 ! !! $ !̄ !2 /!̄ = %2(!, !̄)

Aggregation + Drift: 
&t! = ' ( (!'(K * !)) + ' ( (!'V ), E(!) = 1

2 " K(x $ y)d!(x)d!(y) + ! V!

2-layer neural networks: [MMN ’18] [RVE ’18] [CB ’18] …

E(!) = 1
2 ! ! +(x, z)d!(x) $ f0(z)

2

d$(z)
Choices of Φ:
�(x, z) = x1(⌃ixizi + xd)+
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�(x, z) =  (|x� z|)
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= 1
2 " ! +(x, z)+(y, z)d$(z)

K(x,y)

d!(x)d!(y) $ ! ! +(x, z)f0(z)d$(z)

V(x)

d!(x) + C
= ! (& * !)2d$

&t!(t) = $ 'W2
E(!(t))

= 1
2 ! !! !2 /!̄ + C
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W2 gradient flows

8

Aggregation + Drift: 

&t! = ' ( (!'(K * !)) + ' ( (!'V ), E(!) = 1
2 ! (K * !)! + ! V!

All W2 gradient flows are solutions of continuity equations 

&t! + ' ( (!v[!]) = 0, v[!] = $ ' &E
&!

Diffusion:  

&t! = ' ( (!'log (!/!̄)), E(!) = ! ! log(!̄/!) = KL(!, !̄)

Degenerate Diffusion: 

&t! = ' ( (!'(!/!̄)), E(!) = 1
2 ! !! !2 /!̄



1. Approximate initial data:   

2. Evolve the locations: 

  

3. Since  unif Lipschitz, 

!N
0 = 1

N

N

!
i=1

'xi

d
dt

xi(t) = v[!N(t)](xi(t)) , &t!N + ' ( (!Nv[!N]) = 0

v[!] W2(!N(t), !(t)) * e-'v-.t W2(!N
0 , !0)

N%+. 0

Particle methods
Consider a continuity equation with uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
velocity v[!] : #d % #d

9

…what about v not unif Lipschitz?

{&t! + ' ( (!v[!]) = 0,
!(x,0) = !0(x) .

!N(t) = 1
N

N

!
i=1

'xi(t)



Wasserstein gradient flows
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Aggregation + Drift: 

&t! = ' ( (!'(K * !)) + ' ( (!'V ), E(!) = 1
2 ! (K * !)! + ! V!

not Lipschitz

Lipschitz for  boundedD2K, D2V

How can we make degenerate diffusion more like aggregation? 
Regularize

Diffusion:  

&t! = ' ( (!'log (!/!̄)), E(!) = ! ! log(!̄/!) = KL(!, !̄)

Degenerate Diffusion: 

&t! = ' ( (!'(!/!̄)), E(!) = 1
2 ! !! !2 /!̄

not Lipschitz
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Blob method for diffusion
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Degenerate Diffusion: 

&t! = ' ( (!'(!/!̄)), E(!) = ! !! !2 /!̄

Approximation of Degenerate Diffusion: 

&t! = ' ( (!'() * (() * !/!̄)), E)(!) = 1
2 ! !() * ! !2 /!̄

Theorem (C., Elamvazhuthi, Haberland, Turanova, in preparation): The velocity 
 is  Lipschitz on .v)[!] = $ '() * (() * !/!̄) CR)$d$2 / 0 BR(0)

Consequently, the particle method is well-posed: 

and, for fixed , as this converges to the GF of .) > 0 N % + ., E)

d
dt

xi(t) = $ '() * (() * !N(t)/!̄) = $ '() * ( 1
N

N

!
i=1

()(xi(t) $ xj(t))/!̄(xi(t)))
What happens as  and  ?N % + . ) % 0

E(!) = ! (& * !)2$ $ 2! & * ( f0$)
V

!



Convergence of blob method
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Previous work:  
• [Oelschläger ’98]: conv. of particle method to smooth, positive solutions 
• [Lions, Mas-Gallic 2000]: convergence of bounded entropy solutions as 

 (particles not allowed) 
• [Carrillo, C., Patacchini 2017]: convergence of bounded entropy solns; 

allow additional GF terms (aggregation, drift,…), . 

• [Javanmard, Mondelli, Montanari 2019]: convergence of particle method 
to smooth, strictly positive solns; allow additional GF terms (2 layer NN)

!̄ = 1

) % 0

&t! = )!m, m 1 2

Theorem (C., Elamvazhuthi, Haberland, Turanova, in prep.): Suppose 

• , for  convex, on a bounded, convex domain . 

•  for  with bounded entropy 

Then  for all .

!̄ = e$V V : #d % # /
W2(!N

0 , !0) = o(e$ 1
)d+2 ) !0

!N(t) )%0 !(t) t ! [0,T]In limiting of 2 layer NN, limiting dynamics are 
convex GF for  log-convex and  concave.$ f0$



Implications
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Sampling: Spatially discrete, deterministic particle method for sampling 
according to chi-squared divergence (c.f. [Chewi, et. al. ’20]) 

PDE: Provably convergent numerical method for diffusive gradient flows 
with low regularity (merely bounded entropy) 

Coverage: Deterministic particle method well-suited to robotics 

Optimization:  

• Particle method equivalent to training dynamics for neural networks with 
a singular hidden layer, RBF activation.  

• Our result identifies limiting dynamics in the over parametrized regime 
( ) as variance of the RBF decreases to zero ( ), .  

• Limiting dynamics are convex GF for  log-convex and  concave.

N % + . ) % 0 $ 2 1
$ f0$

E(!) = ! (& * !)2$ $ 2! & * ( f0$)
V

!
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Numerics
Figure 2: caption!

Figure 3: caption!

specific figure. For moderate confinement (middle row, k = 100), we observe enter the rate of convergence.
For strong confinement (bottom row, k = 109), we observe enter rate of convergence. We believe that to
achieve optimal rates of convergence in the presence of strong confinement, one will need to optimize the
ODE solver on the GPU to the presence of the confining potential. As the main goal of the present work
is analysis of the particle interactions and convergence to the continuum PDE, we leave further analysis of
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Figure 4: Comparison of how the strength of the confining potential a↵ects the evolution of the density. Left:
no confinement (k = 0). Middle: medium confinement (k = 100). Right: strong confinement (k = 109).

Figure 5: Desired target distribution ⇢̄(x) = C/(1+ |x|2) for N = 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 robots Matt will tweak
line of best fit to capture line of initial decay, not bumps in 800 robot curve

optimal implementation of the confining potential to future work.
In Figure 7.2.6, we contrast the previous simulations, in the absence of confinement (k = 0) and with

Hl̈der continuous initial data given by a Barenblatt profile, with the analogous simulation for discontinuous
initial data, given by a characteristic function ⇢0 = 1[�1.25,1.25]. As the corresponding solution of the porous
medium equation with initial data ⇢0 has lower regularity, we anticipate that the rate of convergence of the
numerical method should be slower. Indeed, we observe that the rate of convergence decreases from second
order to first order (check!) in both the case of ⇢̄ uniform (left) and ⇢̄ log-concave (right).

7.2.7 Convergence to Steady State

In Figure 9, we examine the rate of convergence of our method to the desired target distribution ⇢̄ as the
number of particles n increases. Given that we only expect convergence to ⇢̄ when the dynamics are confined
to a bounded domain, we only consider the case of a strong confining potential (k = 109). We observe insert
the rate of convergence for both uniform and log-concave target distributions ⇢̄.
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Figure 4: Comparison of how the strength of the confining potential a↵ects the evolution of the density. Left:
no confinement (k = 0). Middle: medium confinement (k = 100). Right: strong confinement (k = 109).

Figure 5: Desired target distribution ⇢̄(x) = C/(1+ |x|2) for N = 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 robots Matt will tweak
line of best fit to capture line of initial decay, not bumps in 800 robot curve

optimal implementation of the confining potential to future work.
In Figure 7.2.6, we contrast the previous simulations, in the absence of confinement (k = 0) and with

Hl̈der continuous initial data given by a Barenblatt profile, with the analogous simulation for discontinuous
initial data, given by a characteristic function ⇢0 = 1[�1.25,1.25]. As the corresponding solution of the porous
medium equation with initial data ⇢0 has lower regularity, we anticipate that the rate of convergence of the
numerical method should be slower. Indeed, we observe that the rate of convergence decreases from second
order to first order (check!) in both the case of ⇢̄ uniform (left) and ⇢̄ log-concave (right).

7.2.7 Convergence to Steady State

In Figure 9, we examine the rate of convergence of our method to the desired target distribution ⇢̄ as the
number of particles n increases. Given that we only expect convergence to ⇢̄ when the dynamics are confined
to a bounded domain, we only consider the case of a strong confining potential (k = 109). We observe insert
the rate of convergence for both uniform and log-concave target distributions ⇢̄.
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Open questions

18

• general  

• less information on  

  

• Quantitative rate of convergence depending on N and ? 

• Can better choice of RBF lead to faster rates of convergence? Help fight 
against curse of dimensionality?  

• Can random batch method [Jin, Li, Liu ’20] lower computational cost 
from  while preserving long-time behavior?

!̄

!̄

fw,z(x) = $ ! ()(x $ w)()(x $ z)/!̄(x)dx

)

3(N$m/d)

O(N2)



Thank you!


